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2022 questions (limited to 100 words per question)

1. Why are you running and what do you expect to accomplish if elected?

As a proud husband, father, Christian, and South Carolinian, I’m running
for SC House 112 because I believe our district needs a leader that
represents ALL of district 112. I am a life-long advocate, and I will fight to
protect the freedoms of our citizens, improve our aging infrastructure, and
protect our environment from offshore drilling. I will fight for the
middle-class, people of color, our public-school teachers and introduce
legislation to bring new jobs to South Carolina. No longer shall we be
divided, but instead, learn to work together, love thy neighbor, and together
build a better South Carolina for ALL.

2. What distinguishes your candidacy and are your three top priorities?

Unlike my opponent, I will have an open ear to my community and truly
define what it means to be a Representative in district 112. I will fight to
increase funding for our district, protect our faith and freedoms, and
support our veterans and first responders.

top priorities:
1. Protect the freedoms of ALL citizens, while keeping our children safe in

school.
2. Protect our beautiful coastline through conservation, rejecting offshore

drilling on our coast.
3. Increase funding to improve an aging infrastructure, working with local

leaders to develop a long-term plan for growth in a smart and
environmentally conscious way.

3. Tell us something nice or positive about your primary opponent.



My opponent has worked to protect the environment in our community, but
there is much more work to be done. We need to reject big industry from
polluting our waters and destroying our fragile eco-system. Our beaches and
waterways are what drives our local economy. We need long-term solutions to
keep our waters clean and lesson our dependency on fossil fuels and other
environmental pollutants. There are good solutions to this problem, but my
district needs a champion with a long record of environmental advocacy, like
mine.

4. Describe how the impact of climate change in the Charleston area would affect
your work if elected.

I believe climate change is one of the biggest threats to our planet and
economy. With rising sea levels and an increasing threat of hurricanes and
tropical storms, the Lowcountry is one of the most at-risk areas on our
continent.  Right now, is the time to act. South Carolina needs to be a
leader in renewable energy production and conservation. We can
accomplish this by bringing high paying renewable energy manufacturing
jobs, like electric vehicle and battery production, to our state. As a father of
two, I will fight to protect the Lowcountry way of life for future generations.

5. Pick an issue you believe has not been adequately addressed by local
government. Describe solutions you will pursue if elected.

Affordable housing in district 112 has certainly not been addressed by current
lawmakers. By building more affordable housing options for young people,
first-time homeowners, and seniors on fixed incomes, we will increase housing
inventory in our district and help to slow the rising cost of housing. We also need
to work with South Carolina banks to make housing more attainable for young
people and communities of color. And finally, we need the proper infrastructure
support that will meet the demands of the increasing population in our district.

6. How will you lead to reduce gun violence in South Carolina?  Give specific steps,
strategies or proposals.

I fully support the 2nd Amendment. I support our hunters, sportsmen and our
police force who risk their lives to protect our community. However, we need to
stop the senseless gun violence in our towns and schools. I want to close the
“Charleston Loophole”, by requiring background checks on ALL gun sales in SC. I
will support the regulation of online gun sales, and address gun safety inside our
homes, by supporting legislation that requires safety locks for all guns in a
residence. I will also advocate for better mental health services and screenings in
our schools and places of work.



7. Do you pledge to work with other elected members to move forward
collaboratively and to reduce partisanized bickering? If so, how will you
accomplish this?

I believe nothing can be accomplished in the State House if we do not work together. We
have seen what happens when we do not, both in Columbia and in D.C. I understand that
impactful, long-lasting policy is made through bipartisan support. As a lifelong advocate,
I have worked with members the state legislature and U.S Congress on important issues.
I understand how policy is made and how to get legislation passed. My ability to listen
and work with people on both sides of the aisle, is what will make me a successful
lawmaker in Columbia.

8. Please give a 150-word summary of your background.

I am a proud husband and father of two young boys. The sense of community,
strong family values, and outdoor lifestyle is what makes district 112 a special
place to call home. We live in Mount Pleasant where we work, play, and attend
Seacoast Church. 

I was raised in a working-class family. My father was a Vietnam vet who worked
two jobs while my mother, helped raise three children by day, and cleaned offices
at night.

I am a product of the public school system. I attended a junior college, before
attending the University of Alabama, where I gained a strong knowledge of public
policy and civic engagement.

As a professional, I specialize in multimedia production, helping nonprofits reach
donors and engage public interest. As an advocate, I have dedicated my time to
many nonprofits, advocating for legislation that supports the greater good.


